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Eduard Bernstein(1850—1832) was an important theorist in German social 
democratic and socialism history of the world,he was called the Synthesizer of 
“revisionsm”.This article call the socialism thought of Bernstein as “liberal 
socialism”,and discuss the origin,the viewpoint and the effects on the world socialism 
of Bernstein’s liberal socialism,trying to dicuss the liberal socialism thought of 
Bernstein as comprehensive as possible. 
There are five parts of this artilcle,The first part is an introduction.It include 
background and significance of this topic,comprehensive brief of literature, framing 
and way of study,the possible contribution and follow-up research about Bernstein’s 
liberal socialism. 
The second part will analyze the origin of Bernstein’s liberal socialism.The third 
part will dicuss how Bernstein revised Marxism comprehensively,Bernstein posed his 
liberal socialism was based on this point. 
The fourth part is the core of this article,it will dicuss the main contents of 
Bernstein’s liberal socialism,including the viewpoint of how to achieve social 
economy,the relations between democracy and socialism,socialism and 
liberalism,political democracy and economical democracy,the role of the state.On 
politicaly,Bernstein gave up class struggle,gave up violent revolution,gave up 
dictatorship of the proletariat,thinking democracy as the means toward socialism and 
the form of realization of socialism,and considering democracy as the only way to 
change the capitalism institution;However, Bernstein still kept the goal of 
Socialization on means of production economicaly,and did not give up the abolition of 
private property.Bernstein conbined liberalism of political and socialism of 
economical,trying to reconcile socialism and liberalism,in the fact it was liberalization 
of socialism. 
In the fifth part, firstly,it will analyze the relationship between Bernstein’s liberal 
socialism thought and social democracy,considering social democracy not only in the 













liberal socialism,but they are not the same system of thought,we can not treat them as 
the same thought.At the same time, Bernstein’s liberal socialism has an significant 
influence on the transformation of German social democratic,because the appearance 
of Bernstein’s liberal socialism, The German social democratic began to embark on a 
reformist path.secondly,it will summarize and evaluate Bernstein’s liberal 
socialism,finally,it will analyze the revelation to our socialism political civilization 
construction of reasonable part contain in Bernstein’s liberal socialism thought. 
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翻译出版，从 1960 年以后长达 20 多年的时间里，研究和批判修正主义成为中国
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